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Despite Iranian leaders speaking of the Jewish state’s
destruction and Israel threatening a military strike if
Tehran acquires nuclear arms, Israeli director Yuval

Delshad’s new film is entirely in Farsi. “Baba Joon”, the first fea-
ture film in Israeli cinema to be shot in Iran’s national lan-
guage, tells the story of a family of Iranian Jews living on a
farm in southern Israel. In it, the Iran-born Delshad, 43, is basi-
cally thumbing his nose at the official stances of both nations
in which they view each other as the devil incarnate. Before
the 1979 Islamic Revolution, between 80,000 and 100,000
Jews lived in Iran, mainly in Tehran, Isfahan and Mashhad.

By 2011, their number had fallen to 8,700, with the vast
majority emigrating to the United States and Israel. “Baba
Joon” is not at all political, focusing instead on the everyday
lives of its characters. In September, it won the Ophir for Best
Picture in Israel’s equivalent of the Oscars. In Delshad’s movie,
the grandfather-the titular “Baba Joon” as he is affectionately
known in Farsi-his son and grandson live under the same roof
but struggle with incompatible dreams.

The grandfather has moved his Iranian poultry farm to
Israel, his grandson Moti is rebelling as he enters adolescence
and his father Yitzhak is stuck between generations. The child

is played by Asher Avrahami, a 13-year-old Israeli Jew whose
parents are of Iranian origin but who did not speak Farsi and
had never set foot on a film set before. Navid Negahban, a
Muslim actor born in Iran and now living in the United States,
plays the father. He is most widely known as the Al-Qaeda
leader Abu Nazir in the US hit television series “Homeland”.

Nostalgia for Iran 
Delshad told AFP the cast bonded together very well. “On

the set I said ‘cut’ and they would all sit in a corner and sing
and dance to traditional Iranian music and talk about their
areas of origin.” “Thanks to Iranian culture-this Iranian link-they
got close so quickly, they formed a family. That is what we see
in the film and that’s what I wanted.” The word Israel is not
uttered once in the 90-minute film, and just a few lines in
Hebrew hint at where the action is taking place. The director
spent weeks on his motorcycle navigating the stony tracks of
southern Israel looking for arid hills that could also bring to
mind the Iranian countryside that Baba Joon left behind.

Generation gaps such as those depicted in the film are
“international, I wanted the film to be international, so no one
can say (the film) is for Israel or Iran”, Delshad said. The first

immigrant generation in Israel after the revolution has main-
tained a strong cultural link and is steeped in nostalgia for
Iran, which they are barred from visiting under the laws of
both countries. “We had thousands of comments on our
Facebook page from Iranians who want to see the film and
who say they are proud that an Iranian-born Israeli director
has made a film in their language,” Delshad said, adding that
he hopes Iranians will “hack the Internet” to see the film.

He also voiced the belief that if his film could be seen in
Iran, he could one day visit his parents’ country. “My genera-
tion will see Iran, it’s only a matter of time,” he said, arguing
that an “Iranian Spring” is inevitable. “When I can go, I can
assure you that I will go a lot-I probably won’t go to any other
country.” — AFP

Israeli director’s latest movie is... in Farsi

Israeli film director of Iranian
descent Yuval Delshad gestures during

an interview with AFP reporters at his
house in the Israeli city of Tel Aviv, on

December 8, 2015. — AFP

AJapanese festival focused on the art of
the short film is offering a new award
of nearly a million dollars to a director

from anywhere in the world with a great pitch
for a movie. Organizers say short video is
where audiences are going, as entertainment
increasingly gets consumed on smartphones
and tablets. They also believe the format
holds potential for novice filmmakers, bring-
ing fresh insight and energy to the industry.
The deadline for submitting a 500-word pitch
on what’s billed as a “thrilling, exciting, mov-
ing” storyline is Feb. 29. The pitch must be
written in either Japanese or English.

Five finalists will be chosen first. Each gets
a 500,000 yen ($4,000) cash prize. Then one
among the five will be picked, and receive 100
million yen ($800,000) in funding to make his
or her movie. That winner will get an addition-
al 1 million yen ($8,000) award. Rieko
Muramoto, executive director for digital busi-
ness at the Japanese entertainment company
Avex Digital, which is providing the contest
funds, believes it’s a worthy investment for
finding fresh content for online services, pio-
neering a genre and nurturing talent. She
stresses she isn’t out to make a quick buck.

‘I Hate Musicals’
“The short film holds a lot of potential for

busy people who are watching video on
smartphones, which means a complete story

must be told much more quickly,” Muramoto
said. Scoring success can get tougher than for
regular movies and TV shows. Switching to
another piece is a mere click away - far easier
than walking out of a theater where you paid
for a ticket, she added. “Survival is tougher,”
she said. “You have to move an audience in 15

minutes.”
The winning work will be shown at the

2017 Short Shorts Film Festival & Asia, an
annual event devoted to short films in
Yokohama, a Tokyo suburb, which is running
the contest. “Movies aren’t about length,” said
Tetsuya Bessho, an actor who founded the fes-

tival in 1999, likening the best short films to
the minimalist but fine-tuned concentration
of haiku poetry. “There are Hollywood flops
with everything thrown in for marketing. You
can’t decide if it’s a comedy, a love story or an
action film. People are getting bored with that
kind of movie,” said Beshho, whose films
include “Godzilla vs. Mothra” and “Solar Crisis,”
with Charlton Heston.

His festival has showcased the best in short
films, such as “Toyland,” which won an Oscar,
and the light-hearted comedy “I Hate
Musicals.” It also honors less conventional
work from a new breed of creators, including
Indonesian auteur Yosep Anggi Noen, who
was also featured at the Rotterdam and Busan
international film festivals. His “A Lady Caddy
Who Never Saw a Hole in One,” which depicts
how farmland in Indonesia is being destroyed
by golf courses, won the Grand Prix at Short
Shorts last year. It took just a day and a half to
shoot, and involved a team of just six people.
“It can be more free, more independent,”
Anggi said of the short film format. “Nobody
tells me how to make that film.”—AP

Japan festival offers nearly $1
million to make a short film

Tetsuya Bessho, a Japanese actor who started a film festival because of his love for short
films, poses at the Brillia Short Shorts Theater in Yokohama, near Tokyo. — AFP photos

Rieko Muramoto, executive director for digital business at Japanese entertainment com-
pany Avex Digital, speaks during an interview.

Haifaa Al-Mansour, considered the first female director to
come from  cloistered Saudi Arabia and known for ground-
breaking female empowerment pic “Wadjda,” is develop-

ing animation feature “Miss Camel,” with financing from the Doha
Film Institute. “Miss Camel” turns on “a teenage Saudi camel who
challenges the deep-rooted restrictions of her culture by travel-
ling across the kingdom to compete in the Miss Camel beauty
pageant in Doha,” according to the DFI.

Al Mansour, who in 2013 made waves with “Wadjda,” about a
10-year-old Saudi girl who wants to ride a bicycle even though it is
forbidden for her in her country, is currently reportedly in pre-
prod on ambitious English-language Mary Shelley drama “A Storm
In Our Stars,” with Douglas Booth and Elle Fanning, produced by
HanWay Films yesterday the DFI announced recipients of the Fall
2015 session of its grants program for projects in various stages.

Below is the complete list:
Feature Narrative / Development
“Death Street,” by Mohanad Hayal (Iraq)
Tariq, the sniper of Haifa Street in Baghdad, kills Ahmed on his

wedding day. While Tariq prevents anyone from approaching the
corpse in the street, an intimate and telling drama unfolds.  

“Miss Camel,” by Haifaa Al Mansour (Saudia Arabia)
A teenaged Saudi camel challenges the deep-rooted restric-

tions of her culture by travelling across the kingdom to compete
in the Miss Camel beauty pageant in Doha. 

“Pagan Magic,” by Fyzal Boulifa (Morocco, France)
A young, poor and uneducated girl works as a maid for a mid-

dle-class family in contemporary Morocco. Her use of pagan rites
to confront her entrapment and make sense of her world ulti-
mately corrupt her.

“The Search for the Star Pearl,” by Hafiz Ali Abdullah (Qatar) 
Ali, a 17-year-old pearl diver from Doha, discovers a map to the

Star Pearl of Abu Derya, the most valuable gem on Earth, and  sets
sail with three teenaged friends in search of the pearl. Along the
way, they face mythological beasts that challenge their skills and
friendship.

Feature Narrative / Production
“Cactus Flower,” by Hala Elkoussy (Egypt)
A flood leaves three Cairenes homeless. As they journey across

the city in search of shelter, they depend upon one another to sur-
vive and keep their dreams alive. 

“Poisonous Roses,” by Fawzi Saleh (Egypt)
The world has left nothing to Taheya apart from her brother

Saqr. When he disappears, Taheya pursues him in desperation.
“The Return,” by Meyar Al-Roumi (Syria, France)
A love story blossoms between Taysir and Lina, exiles from

Syria, while they drive across their homeland to bury Taysir’s
brother, a victim of the armed conflict.  “Till the Swallows Return,”
by Karim Moussaoui (Algeria, France) This is the story of three
characters who are a product of the conflicted Algeria of the
2000s. Their ideals shattered and their moral strength drained,
each now faces a difficult life choice.

Feature Narrative / Post-production
“Bastard” by Uda Benyamina (Morocco, France)
Fifteen-year-old Dounia lives with her mother in a rough

Parisian suburb, where she has been saddled with the nickname
“bastard”.

“The Black Frost,” by Maximiliano Schonfeld (Argentina)
Soon after a mysterious woman arrives on a plantation, a per-

nicious black frost ceases to devastate the countryside. Hope
emerges. Might she might be a saviour?

“Blue Bicycle,” by Umit Koreken (Turkey)
Young Ali saves up all the money he can working at a tyre

repair shop to buy a coveted blue bicycle.  Meanwhile, at school,
his love for his schoolmate Elif leads him to defend her dismissal
as school president. A story of childish love, dreams and resist-
ance.

“The Dark Wind,” by Hussein Hassan (Iraq)
Radical Islamists attack a village in Iraq where two young

Yazidis are preparing for their marriage. At that moment, their
lives become a nightmare.

“The Idea of a Lake” (previously titled Air Pocket), by Milagros
Mumenthaler (Switzerland, Argentina) 

Ines, a photographer, is creating a book of her work. Gradually,
the process becomes a personal exploration of her past and the
absence of her father, who was disappeared during the military
dictatorship in Argentina.

“The Mimosas,” by Oliver Laxe (Spain, Morocco, France)
In the Atlas Mountains in the past, a caravan searches for the

path to take a Sufi master home to die.  Among the party is
Ahmed, a rascal who eventually becomes inspired to lead the car-
avan to its destination. Along the way, he is assisted by Shakib, a
man sent from contemporary Morocco to guide Ahmed on his
journey.

“Rey” (King), by Niles Atallah (Chile)
In 1860, a French lawyer dreamed of becoming the King of

Patagonia - and he did just that. Or so it seemed.
“Suspension,” by Ala Eddine Slim (Tunisia)
N is a candidate for an illegal crossing of the Mediterranean

from Tunisia. A supernatural voyage, during which N will confront
Nature and himself, begins.

Feature Documentary / Development
“Agnus Dei,” by Karim Sayad (Algeria, Switzerland)
In Algeria, Ali and his sheep, bought for slaughter on Eid Al-

Adha, are getting ready for the fight. Once the bets are in, the ref-
eree invites the owners into the ring...

“Behind the Doors,” by Yakout Elhababi (Morocco)
High in the Rif mountains of Morocco, the people survive by

growing kif. Beneath the shadow of the ambiguous legality of the
crop, ‘Behind the Doors’ tells the story of a family through its chil-
dren and their mirroring games.

“The Great Family,” by Eliane Raheb (Lebanon)
In 1976, at the age of four, Marlene was put up for adoption in

Lebanon and raised in France. In delving into her past, she discov-
ers she is a survivor of the massacre at the Tal Al-Zaatar Palestinian
refugee camp, and a family of survivors grows around her.

Feature Documentary / Production
“The Colonel’s Stray Dogs,” by Khalid Shamis (Libya, South

Africa)
While director Khalid Shamis watched television in his subur-

ban London home, his father was plotting the overthrow of
Muammar Gadaffi in his study. When the regime fell, Shamis
sought answers about Libya under Gadaffi and his father’s role in
its failed liberation. 

“Ibrahim,” by Lina Alabed (Jordan)
‘Ibrahim’ uncovers the long journey of the director’s father as a

young man, when he was a secret member of Abu Nidal, a mili-
tant Palestinian revolutionary organization. 

“Searching for Janitou,” by Mohamed El Amine hattou (Algeria) 
A journey to unravel love in past and contemporary Algeria by

exploring the unique phenomenon of a Bollywood film that
swept the country in the 1980s.

“To the Ends of the Earth,” by Hamida Al Kawari (Qatar)
A Qatari woman travels on an environmental expedition to

Antarctica in search of hope, before returning to the Gulf and find-
ing unity and inspiration for positive change. 

“Weight Throwers,” by Hind Bensari (Morocco)
‘Weight Thowers’ follows the struggles of Azzedine and

Youssef, disabled members of Morocco’s unemployed and disillu-
sioned young generation, as they struggle to train for the 2016
Paralympic Games in Rio de Janeiro.

Feature Documentary / Post-production
“Tadmor,” by Lokman Slim, Monika Borgmann (Lebanon)
A group of Lebanese men re-enact the ordeals they experi-

enced as detainees in Syria’s notorious Tadmor prison. An ode to
the human will to survive.

“When Two Worlds Collide,” by Heidi Brandenburg, Mathew
Orzel (Peru) 

A story of a man and a people, and of the fate of one of our
planet’s most valuable natural resources - the Amazon rainforest.

Short Narrative / Production
“Behind the Wall,” by Karima Zoubir (Morocco)
Nadia, a little girl, lives in a Casablanca slum that is surrounded

by a wall. One day, the municipality begins to paint the wall - but
why this sudden interest?

“Kashta,” by A.J. Al Thani (Qatar)
A father takes his two sons out to the desert to learn about

hunting and survival, but the results are not quite what he was
expecting.

“Language,” by Mortada Gzar (Iraq)
An old blind man walks throught the streets of Baghdad, then

falls asleep while reading a book in Braille. When he wakes up, he
finds he has become a giant and reads the devastation of the city
by touch. “The Waiting Room,” by Hind Fakhroo (Qatar) An Arab
family and a Western family find themselves sharing a hospital
room; the only thing that separates them is a curtain.

— Reuters

Finding the ‘Joy’ in

Jennifer Lawrence

Award-winning director David O Russell’s latest movie
“Joy” is about a woman finding happiness in life
despite everyday obstacles. But the word might also

be used to sum up Russell’s relationship with Jennifer
Lawrence, the actress he calls his muse, who has starred in his
last three movies. Russell, who directed Lawrence in her 2012
Oscar-winning role as a young widow in “Silver Linings
Playbook” and in 2014’s “American Hustle,” said that as an
actress and a person, she inspires him to take risks with film-
making.

“She wants to go to places that are scary for her and do
things that haven’t been seen. She is smart and challenging
but she also inspires me to make something better. I am hap-
py to explore things the way she wants to do them, and she
also will trust what I want to do. “It’s a deal we make together
that we’re going to jump off this waterfall and give it every-
thing we’ve got,” Russell told Reuters.

“Joy,” out in US movie theaters on Dec 25, is expected to
bring Lawrence a fourth Oscar nomination in as many years.
It’s inspired by the true story of Joy Mangano, the New York
inventor of the Miracle Mop who overcame an early divorce
and life as a single mother to become a successful 1990s
businesswoman. The movie is the first time Lawrence, or any
female character, is front and center of a Russell film, and the
first time the 25-year-old star plays someone who is not
crazy.

“It was a challenge for her to play somebody who had
become so powerless for the first half of the movie, when
you’re caring for others but have lost yourself. “This is a very
inspiring story that we don’t have in the world right now, of a
woman that is ordinary, that carries dignity and power in this
way. We thought that was cool and kind of bad-ass. So we
said, ‘Yeah, let’s do that,’” Russell said.

The movie also reunites Russell with Bradley Cooper and
Robert De Niro for a third time. Russell says all three actors
are muses of sorts for him - but Lawrence has something
extra special. “I find her to be very real and unpretentious and
alive and messy. Somebody who really, really loves life, is very
passionate about it,” he said. “I will always want to think of
some (project) for her, but you’ve got to let it happen when
it’s supposed to happen and be magical.” — Reuters

This December 18, 2015 file photo shows Star Wars
fans as they raise their lightsabers during Lightsaber
Battle LA in Pershing Square in downtown Los
Angeles, California. — AFP photos

PR manager of Short Shorts
Film Festival and Asia,
Hideyuki Takahashi looks at
display of the Brillia Short
Shorts Theater.

Doha Film Institute Financing development of new animation project by Haifaa Al- Mansour


